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Covid Is an Orchestration for Serving an Agenda:
The Destruction of Freedom, The Imposition of
Digital Money

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts
Global Research, January 05, 2021

 The accumulated evidence is overwhelming that Covid is an orchestration the purpose of
which is to eliminate human autonomy and make the concept of freedom a dirty word that
will bring you Covid illness and death.  

As physical currency is one necessity for human autonomy, globalists are working on its
replacement with digital money. Paper currency, coins, money orders, and checks pass
hand to hand and allegedly carry possible infection with Covid. In contrast, digital money is
virtual.  No one touches it. More importantly for the globalists, It cannot be drawn out of an
account in physical form and horded or hidden.  You cannot make anonymous payments
with digital money.  Privacy leaves your life. You become totally transparent.

Some  hope  that  people  will  have  their  own  private  digital  money  in  the  form  of
cryptocurrencies. However, transfers can be prevented between an official digital monetary
system and private cryptocurrencies.  Moreover, private cryptocurrency payment of rents,
mortgages, car loans, grocery store bills, and so forth can be banned and enforced.  A
private cryptocurrency economy would have to operate outside of the official digital money
economy. As the purpose of digital money is to eliminate human autonomy, such a parallel
economy would be suppressed.

The same goes for payments with gold and silver coins.  You could pay for a private service
or for privately grown food from gardens if gardens are permitted in a world of artificial food
made in factories, which is what the World Economic Forum’s “Great Reset” encompasses.
But you couldn’t purchase a house or car or airline ticket with gold or silver.

People welcomed the digital revolution without recognizing its totalitarian consequences.
They love their smart phones, the Internet, video games, social media, online payments, the
ability to work from home.  Perhaps many are agreeable to giving up independence and
autonomy for these conveniences.  Even if they are not, they are likely to find themselves
trapped inside such a system before they become aware of its consequences.

Not that warnings are not all over the place.  MIT’s Gideon Lichfield tells us that there is no
going back to normal from Covid.  Controls over our behavior are the new normal.  Freedom,
liberty, civil rights are not compatible with a Covid world and the Great Reset that the Covid
world  is  being  used  to  put  in  place.  The  World  Economic  Forum isn’t  bashful  about
describing what is being put in place for us:  

https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2020/11/19/the-insane-tyrant-who-head-up-the-world-econ
omic-forums-great-reset-says-it-means-the-end-of-human-autonomy/
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The change that elites are bringing to us is so radical that people dismiss it.  But their smart
devices have already ensnared them into the change.

The future that is unfolding is a restoration of ancient times when people were regimented
under the control of priests or Druids.  Any person showing any sign of independence was a
prime  candidate  for  sacrifice  to  appease  the  gods.  Throughout  the  Western  World  this  is
already happening to truth-tellers.  Manning, Assange, Snowden.

If people want to be free, they are going to have to eliminate the globalists and dispossess
the billionaires.  Every last one. It is pointless to peacefully protest, because as the stolen
US presidential election makes completely clear, the elites have no regard whatsoever for
democracy and the people’s voice.  They hate the concept of government accountable to
the people.

The preferred government is one accountable to the elites, just as ancient governments
were accountable to priests, Druids, and pharaohs.  It seems clear enough that this is the
direction in which the Western World is headed. World Economic Forum Founder Klaus
Schwab explained on May 13, 2019, to the Chicago Council on Global Affairs that the era of
freedom was over and done with.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVIy3rjuKGY

Notice that the new era of freedom’s absence “is upon us.”

Why is is upon us? How is it that it is independent of “us.”  Did God unleash the new
era?  No.  It is upon us because it is what the elites are doing to us.  The global elites are
making us think that it is ordained and cannot be resisted. If we fall for this and permit it, we
will be responsible for destroying our own freedom.  Why not instead destroy those who
seek to destroy us?

They can be resisted.  All  that has to be done is to round up a handful of totalitarian
globalists.  Nothing like the casualties of the Bolshevik Revolution, the American Revolution,
the French Revolution are required.  Freedom is not up against an established multitude
that needs to be eliminated.  Only a few globalists who are seizing power while people sit
cowering sucking their thumbs.

If the globalists are not sidetracked, they will eliminate us in the sense of our autonomy, our
independence, our ability to express a point of view contrary to the elite’s, our humanity.

These last few lines will  produce demands to know if  I  am advocating violence.  I  am
advocating nothing.  I am describing a situation and asking a question. We are losing our
freedom.  Are we going to do anything about it?

Perhaps I am mistaken.  But based on available information it is apparent that governments
in the Western World are committing violence against the peoples whom they allegedly
represent.

Violence against  people  goes  far  beyond arrests  for  not  wearing  a  mask and fines  for  not
maintaining social distance.  

Lockdowns are dispossessing people of their businesses, prohibiting family gatherings and
freedom of association.  These are massive interferences with rights that took centuries of

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVIy3rjuKGY
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struggle to achieve.  And it is all for nothing as the death rate from Covid is miniscule.

The Western World frozen in fear by lies and propaganda has abandoned freedom.

Are the people of the Western World going to accept the violence enacted upon them and
the cancellation of their rights?

If the people of the Western World will not defend their freeom, they will not have it.

See also: https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2021/01/05/the-covid-deception-updated/ 
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